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 The vehicle diagnostic scan/functions will do a complete scan on your vehicle. Its functions include support for various vehicle
module/sensors and modules, recording of trouble codes, oem codes, main codes, fault codes, etc. You can also create your own
scan/functions. It has a very advanced GUI. taken from You may add multiecuscan to your Linux distribution by going to their
website, downloading their latest version and installing it in your Linux distribution. Make sure that your Linux distribution is

configured with a package manager. You will also need to download it from the multiecuscan website and the linux kernel
source. uname -a will give you the information about your machine. The output should look something like this. 3. Now go to

the directory you have downloaded the binary file to and type python setup.py install This will create the multiecuscan.so file. 4.
Now go to the directory that you have the multiecuscan source in and type make This will make the binary. Now you can run the

multiecuscan from the command line. If you want to see the details of the list of supported modules, then type multiecuscan
--help It will give you a list of the supported modules. If you want to know more about a specific module, then type

multiecuscan --help --module module_name Let us consider the example of VIN. multiecuscan --help --module VIN 5. Now let
us run a scan on our car’s computer. Type multiecuscan and hit enter. You should get a message that the scan has started. Now

let us say that the message is not satisfactory. Then you will have to do the following. In this example, we say that the
parameters are wrong. So, let us go to the config.ini file and change the parameters. Go to the following path

~/.config/multiecuscan/multiecuscan.ini and modify the parameters as shown below. Now run the scan again. Multiecuscan will
give you the details of the parameters. You can find the 82157476af
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